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EDITOR’S NOTES
WOW! Psychosynthesis Quarterly is one year old. Thanks to all
who have joined together with us to make it possible, and thanks
to you who continue to bring your practice, thoughts, reflections, fiction, poetry, observations and news to our community.
Thanks especially to my stalwart group of assistants—Stephanie
Lindsay, Joann Anderson, Bonney Kuniholm, and Walter Polt,
who really make this publication work with their editing, reviewing and layout skills. I am too much of a generalist to see
all of the details that can make the Quarterly a fine piece of
work, so I am deeply indebted to them for making this publication what it is.
This issue has some inviting articles: on Coaching the Global
Village, a lead-in to our 2013 AAP Conference in June, which
focuses on coaching; thoughtful pieces on Psychosynthesis and
Soul Presence and Quantum Synthesis; a wonderful excerpt
from a case study that involved facing
the reality of death, Crossing Over; a
piece on finding one’s calling, Ministry
and the Call of Self; trainings offered
by Didi Firman and Michael Brown,
and a trip to Italy with Phyllis Clay; and
an illuminating look into Psychosynthesis in Russia. Enjoy!

www.aap-psychosynthesis.org

Jan Kuniholm
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The 2013 AAP Conference
Psychosynthesis:

At the Heart of Systems Transformation
Champlain College, Burlington, VT
June 21-23, 2013

This is shaping up to be a memorable event, one you will want to attend and participate in. All of the
presentations are invaluable offerings to those who wish to expand their repertoire and integrate
psychosynthesis into your practices.
A foundational element of psychosynthesis is ongoing research which facilitates the continuing
development of theory and practice. The Conference Committee feels we are at a point to accelerate
this research. To compliment the breakthrough content of the workshop presentations, Co-creative
Dialogue Groups will weave in and throughout the weekend. We heartily invite you to submit a
topic for a group you would like to lead. They will meet Friday night, Saturday at times your group
chooses during Saturday, and will conclude and report on Sunday.
Send your topic to proposal@aap-psychosynthesis.org today.
In addition to the Keynote Presentation, Transformation through Creative Leadership Conversations – the Coach Approach, by Patrick Williams, Ed.D. (see his article on page 5 —ed.) and a
Closing Plenary Session, The Will to Grow: Psychosynthesis Transformational Coaching, by
Dorothy Firman, Ed. D., the conference will include
A Saturday Afternoon Panel Discussion
How Psychosynthesis and Living Systems Theory Can Work Together
with Molly Young Brown M.Div. and Mark Horowitz, M.A. LMFT
Molly and Mark will present key systems principles that have changed how they see the world and
how they try to behave in the world. Using large and small group exercises and discussion, they will
help participants explore the nature of dysfunctional human systems and how Living Systems Theory
and Psychosynthesis together can help transform them into more Life-affirming ones.
The Professional Development Committee will offer three psychosynthesis foundational workshops. These will be an introductory overview of psychosynthesis, followed by an in-depth
experience of two major principles of psychosynthesis: the Subpersonalities, and the Will.
There will be an informal “fireside chat,” led by Tom and Anne
Yeomans, early pioneers in teaching psychosynthesis. They will
share their personal story of learning psychosynthesis directly
from Roberto Assagioli.
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3) Workshop presentations are expected to include:
Keeping Our Hearts Open in Hell, with Penelope Young Andrade
Helping to Heal: Letting the Inner Child Guide Us, with Ira Bindman
Coaching and Leadership in the Contact Zone™, with Barbara Bouchet
Thrive – Walking an Intimate Path through the Heart of Transformation, with Patricia Noel Breen
Religion & Spirituality in Counseling, with Judith Broadus.
Co-Creating Relationship – Breaking the Chains of the Past, with Therese Caveney
Building a Relationship with the Self: A Systems Approach, with Phyllis L. Clay
The Essence of Time, with Shamai Currim
Psychological Growth in Adulthood, Does it Exist?, with Vincent Dummer.
Coming Alive as Earth: Living Systems Theory, Psychosynthesis, and Ecological Identity in the
Transition to a Life-Sustaining Society, with Kirstin Edelglass
Embracing Our Community’s Diversity: A Systems Coaching Experience for Psychosynthesis, with
Ellen Schouler Faith
An introduction to Quantum Synthesis and its application to Social Psychosynthesis, with Dirk Kelder
Trauma and Transformation From the Inside Out, with Jan Kuniholm and Cynthia Pincus Russell
Fine-tuning Your Nervous System to Enhance Presence in the Psychosynthesis Session, with
Joann Lutz
Unconditional Love and Forgiveness, with Seema Mehta
Seeds from Silence: The Benefits of Meditation and Holy Listening, with Anne Barry Mulvaney
Rebooting the Conflict-Brain: Three Coaching Skills, with Walter Polt
Body Movement and the Models of Psychosynthesis: Cataloguing and Working with Clients’
Gestural Movement Patterns, with Brad Roth
Trust Only Movement – Exploring Our Embodied and Relational Experience, with Pepper Sarnoff
The Power of Imagination & Vulnerability in Systems Change, with Jon Schottland
A New Transpersonal Model of the Psyche, with James Scouller
The Culture of Hurry and the Yearning for Peace: Healing Self & Society in a Faster-is-Better World,
with Abby Seixas
Spirited Writing as Psychosynthesis Practice: Toward a Co-Creative Writing Group, with
Ellen Schouler Faith and Dori Smith
Art & Ecopsychology: an Approach for Psychosynthesis Guides, with Alan Steinberg
Psychosynthesis—A Systems Psychology, with Peter Stonefield
Heart Songs: Exploring Change and the Emerging Self with Meditative Musical Journey and Mandala
Artwork, with Rosemary J. Wentworth
Women as Midwives of Life and of Death: Death, Denial, and Presence, with Anne Yeomans
We invite you to go to the AAP website and register today. We will be there in beautiful Burlington, VT to
welcome you with open arms. http://aap-psychosynthesis.org/2013-AAP-conference. ◙
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Coaching The Global Village
Empowering local citizens with the COACH APPROACH
By Patrick Williams, EdD, MCC, BCC

Many corporations are using coaching in the global arena to assist
with cultural diversity, international offices and transfer of employees, and an ever-changing global business environment. At
the same time, there are many efforts, sometimes supported by
corporate partners or by social enterprise, to bring the benefits and
power of coaching to the under-served, resource-poor citizens and
communities around the globe.
In 2005, I was inspired to write a thought paper on the idea that
became Coaching the Global Village. These are some of the ideas
contained in that vision:
Purpose: Coaching the Global Village, Inc. (CGV) was created in 2005 to partner with world-change leaders,
non-profits, and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in using professional coaching techniques to bring
about sustainable social change in local communities throughout the world.
Mission: Coaching the Global Village utilizes professional coaching techniques to empower communities
around the world to develop sustainable solutions for pressing human and societal needs.
Vision: Coaching collaborations drive sustainable social change worldwide.
Values: The wisdom, knowledge, solutions and energy for creating sustainable change already reside within
the leadership of local communities. CGV partners with NGOs and nonprofits to draw on the wisdom and
motivation of their clients and employees by leveraging coaching techniques into their work to reach targeted
outcomes.
This human capital is the source of leadership that will sustain efforts for change long after the project cycle
has completed. CGV’s partners across the globe are using coaching to generate innovative and long-lasting
solutions in partnership with the communities they serve. Mutual learning, utilizing a coaching approach,
comes in the form of empowering conversations using inquiry, powerful questions, and a future focused vision
for change by evoking wisdom from the people who desire social change.
Program: Through individual and group coaching, CGV utilizes a team of successful and visionary coaches
throughout the world to provide community leaders with consultation in strategic planning, cross-sector
partnerships, team building, leadership development, and building a network of NGOs.
Offering Coaching Skills to the Global Village: After the completion of three pro-bono trainings (and one
paid training) with non-profit organizations in the U.S., the curriculum was revised based on research on the
program delivery and response of the participants. CGV has now completed trainings in Costa Rica (June
2009), Nepal (October 2009), Kenya (2010), Jamaica (2010, 2011), and Cameroon (2011), as well as a special
project with returning veterans of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars in conjunction with a photographic storytelling seminar traveling the country (www.VeteransBookProject.com). CGV coaches provide follow-up
coaching for the veterans and their families based on lifestyle redesign coaching. CVG’s business plan is to
replicate these programs in 25 locations by the end of 2013.
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)
Using coaching skills in a purposeful way can assist people in finding their own solutions (which might not
have emerged otherwise) to problems—whether the problem is drought, conflict, or disease. We have an
ongoing project in Kenya supported by a family foundation grant and other projects on the horizon, but we
need partners, collaborators, donors, and connections to organizations such as Rotary, the Peace Corps, or other
groups that can help us find those who want to receive the coach training and ongoing follow-up.
The future goal for CGV is to continue to find partners and collaborators to take coaching skills training for
purposeful conversations around the globe (including the United States). We have trained international groups,
missionaries, state leadership groups, youth centers, medical teams, schoolteachers, and many other organizations.
Coaching can be the missing ingredient in many efforts and can assist in creating the sustainability of the work
others are doing. And more importantly, coaching can help local citizens see solutions to their most pressing
challenges, and come up with possible solutions themselves; then, they can be connected to the resources that
can help them implement their solutions. The power of change comes from within the community and its
peoples—not from outsiders deciding what they need. That is the big lesson in coaching in the world today.
Empowering People and Communities: The first day of the recent 15th annual International Coach Federation global conference, over 1,000 attendees watched the most inspirational introduction I have seen in all 15
years of attending these conferences. The huge screens on the stage showed a moving globe and as it focused
on one continent, all the countries with members in the ICF lit up, then moved on to the next continent, and by
the end, there were over 100 countries with a coaching presence. I know that some of the gaps in Central Africa
and other countries had a coaching presence through some of my partners and colleagues in the nonprofit world
of NGOs and grass-roots efforts where coaching is being utilized. But it can be so much bigger— and so much
more resonant—with a collective, collaborative voice and coaching community connection.
Margaret Wheatley (author of Turning to One Another: Simple Conversations to Restore Hope to the Future)
says, “Relationships are everything. All things in the universe exist only because they are in relationship to
everything else. Nothing exists in isolation. We have to stop pretending we are individuals who can go it alone.
I believe we can change the world if we start listening to one another again—simple, honest, human conversation. Not mediation, negotiation, problem solving, debate, or public meetings, but simple, truthful conversations where we each have a chance to speak, we each feel heard, and we each listen well.” ◙
—Reproduced with the permission of choice Magazine (Vol.9 No.3 p.48)
www.choice-online.com

Dr. Williams is the keynote speaker at the 2013 AAP
Conference,
Psychosynthesis: At the Heart of Systems Transformation
See his invitation at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQ2UWTbcwSA
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theory and practice
Psychosynthesis and Soul Presence

I

f we say that psychosynthesis has the potential to save souls, this might sound to some people like a rather
fanciful idea, but it does suggest a traditional connection to esoteric and shamanic practices such as soul
retrieval. Of course, once we start using the word soul, we enter into the area of opinion and debate. What is
soul and can we be sure we have one? Indeed, even in religious traditions that apparently assert the inevitable
presence of soul this is not necessarily the truth. In Lost Christianity, Jacob Needleman (1990, p.176) describes
a search for the meaning of soul that leads him to discover a hidden and original idea in early (and current Greek
Orthodox) Christianity that we are not born with soul but have to grow it.
“It was a disaster for Christianity when it adopted the notion that the soul of man already exists
in finished form within human nature. This assumption about the given existence of soul led to
our identification of ordinary kinds of thoughts, emotions and sensations with the soul … and
hence to futile and mistaken efforts to perfect our being by perfecting our thoughts, emotions or
sensations.”
So whether we are talking literally or metaphorically, from this perspective we can understand the work of
psychosynthesis to be that of helping a client find their soul presence (or perhaps more simply that they have
or can grow a soul). In psychosynthesis training, students are usually introduced to the notion of bifocal
vision—the therapist’s practice of paying attention to a client’s perceptions, sensations and emotions that
constitute their ordinary, everyday self, while also ‘keeping an eye on’ the higher, freer presence within and
behind all, a presence found not only in the client’s heights of experience but also in their depths of despair,
not only in the light but also in the dark. This is shown in the psychosynthesis egg diagram where the Self is
conveniently placed at the top of the egg (in the light as it were), but is correctly understood to be everywhere
in the egg (so its presence is equally discoverable in the dark lower unconscious). The aim therefore is to find
a place of “I-Am-ness” that includes the whole person.
To this aim, the therapist becomes an external unifying center for the client, temporarily taking the role of
the client’s own centered self and holding this strongly enough to allow the client not only to go into their
depths, but also to face their heights or potential. The underlying intent, of course, is always to give back this
center to the client, to help re-introduce this centered presence within them. As Firman and Gila (2002, p 119)
express it:
Furthermore, as each stage of life is supported and held by the appropriate, empathic, external
unifying center, the active interaction with that external unifying center conditions the formation
of an inner representation or inner model of that center – an internal unifying center.”
In order to undertake this work, whilst keeping the bifocal vision, the main focus is then working with the
client to stay with what is in the present encounter, trusting that what needs to emerge will do so. A useful
perspective is to think of changing motivation to intention, so that the motivating energy that brought the client
to therapy (the painful and unpleasant experience) is transformed into a self-responsible intent. This is
sometimes rather simplistically expressed as changing the “I won’t” to an “I will.” Then, “when the heart weeps
for what it has lost, the spirit laughs for what it has found,” in the old Sufi saying. Then the vital work of the
therapist is to hold to this, to do nothing but keep bifocal vision, invite the presence of Self and simply be with
what emerges.
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)
Psychosynthesis therapy can also be understood as co-operating with a great shift from being centered on the
belly, a victim of tides of emotions, uncontrollable thoughts, fears, fantasies, unfulfillable wishes, and so
on—to being centered on the heart. In the psychosynthesis egg diagram, the individual self is placed at the
center just as, energetically, the heart is the natural center of the human system. The therapist holding an
external unifying center for a client intends returning heart to client or in other words, retrieving their soul. This
is predicated by the belief in psychosynthesis that psyche has its own inherent healing energy and wants to
center on heart. Assagioli (1975, p. 30), in defining psychosynthesis, asserted that it is “a method that . . . helps
him to discover and realize his true spiritual nature, and to build under its guidance an harmonious, radiant and
efficient personality.”
The therapist then helps the client identify and deal with obstacles in the way of this aim. For the therapist,
the work to remove obstacles in a client is underpinned by the basic Rogerian principles of congruence,
empathy and, most importantly, unconditional positive regard. By remaining heart-centered in this way, the
therapist learns that he or she is not there to do anything else and, in fact, doing anything else may well be
counter-productive (even in short-term counseling). This approach does not deskill the therapist; rather, it aims
to empower the client in a relationship that is inevitably intersubjective. The universal solvent, which is the aim
of therapeutic alchemy, is then simply and clearly the effect of unconditional love in a relationship.
A therapeutic encounter consists of two distinct subjective realities and the space or field between them.
Jung (1954) expressed it as “a state of mystical participation full of uncertainty and creative chaos.” Psychosynthesis therapists are therefore exhorted to not give up their techniques and understanding but to free up space
for them to function without the obstacles they themselves may bring to the meeting, mainly egoism and
preconceptions. This engenders a transformative environment. After all, the “non-participating objective
therapist” is a myth: we can’t hide our unconscious messages; they are revealed through body and speech. So,
to carefully explore the present ‘here and now’ relationship is always the essence of the work. Just as those who
identified themselves with the esoteric world in days gone by were part of an ongoing tradition, psychosynthesis therapists can position themselves similarly, aware that their work is in line with the perennial wisdom and
central to the great work of all alchemy: to know oneself individually, intersubjectively, and collectively—to
be the soul presence that one truly is. ◙
References
Assagioli, R. (1975) Psychosynthesis. London, England: Turnstone Books.
Firman, J. & Gila. A. (2002) Psychosynthesis: A Psychology of the Spirit. Albany, NY: SUNY Press.
Jung, C.J. (1954). Development of the Personality. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press.
Needleman, Jacob(1990). Lost Christianity. Tisbury, England: Elements Books Ltd.

Will Parfitt is a registered psychotherapist, UKCP, based in Glastonbury, England, UK, the author of numerous books
including Kabbalah: The Tree of
Life; Psychosynthesis: New Perspectives and Creative Research;
The Something and Nothing of
Death; and Psychosynthesis: The
Elements and Beyond. He is the
will behind Psychosynthesis
Avalon, which publishes books
and poetry and sponsors courses,
retreats, and other educational activities.
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training programs
The Nationally Certified
Psychosynthesis Coach Training Program
Begins Summer 2013
Several years ago I became interested in becoming a Life Coach and completed a course
with a nationally known Coaching Institute. Unfortunately, I found the material so
cookie-cutter and dry, that even though I earned Life Coach Certification, I did not feel
confident enough to market myself. When I had the opportunity to take the
Psychosynthesis Coach Training, I jumped on the chance. After only a few weeks into the
whole-person, comprehensive approach of this program, I have learned more and feel
more prepared than I did after completing an entire course elsewhere.
—Marjorie Gross, certified psychosynthesis practitioner

The Will to Grow: Transformational Life Coaching
A Psychosynthesis Life Coach Training Program

This teleconference (and/or live) program offers an opportunity for
psychosynthesis practitioners with BAs or above to become nationally
certified by the National Board of Certified Counselors (NBCC) through
their credentialing arm CCE (http://www.cce-global.org/BCC). In addition,
the Center offers Psychosynthesis Life Coach (PLC) certification as part of
this program. (National & Psychosynthesis Certification in one package!)
PLC certification is available to all who complete the course work. Visit our
website for more information. There are many configurations that allow for
single courses, full certification by CCE and the Center and more.

The Synthesis Center, Amherst MA 01002
www.synthesiscenter.org
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new approaches
An Introduction to Quantum Synthesis

I

f you have seen the well-known 2004 film What The Bleep Do We Know1 about Quantum Mechanics, you may
recall discovering the strangeness of the quantum world. Unfortunately, the film makes a variety of unsubstantiated claims and interpretations about the nature of reality, consciousness and spirituality, all presumably based on
Quantum Mechanics and presented as fact. But in spite of this, it does reveal some of the true mysteries of the
quantum world.

The quantum world defies what is logical, and the reality we are used to. It speaks of one thing having two contrary
properties, and being in two places at once. It is also possible for “Schrodinger’s cat” to be both alive and dead at
the same time.2 In working with the microcosmic world of atomic particles science has come to the edge of the
physical world. It finds itself in a place where the senses no longer apply, confronted with phenomena that can only
be described as “nonsense” according to our normal sense reality.
Quantum Synthesis uses the term “quantum” because it deals with some of the same issues as Quantum Mechanics.
But that is where the similarity ends, as it has its own system and its own approach in dealing with these issues.
While it shares the same common landscape of the quantum world, Quantum Mechanics is a science and is regulated
in its work by the scientific paradigm. Quantum Synthesis is based on a different foundation, which will be
discussed below.
Quantum Synthesis is a way to integrate realities, systems, or ways of understanding that are incompatible or
mutually exclusive, but in and of themselves are already integrated and internally consistent. The qualifying term
“quantum” refers in part to the attempt to solve this dilemma of reconciling two equally valid but incongruous
systems. Quantum Mechanics tries to do this by holding on to its scientific approach of using measurement and
formulas; but in today’s world these have been shown not only to be insufficient, but also to create problems in
themselves, for the standard or benchmark it uses for discernment is static.
Static and Dynamic
Science’s process of reductionism leaves out much of what is alive and reduces the remainder to a static state such
as a formula or other mental portrayal. With our current way of thinking, we are incapable of getting a handle on
what we cannot reduce into such a static condition, and consequently we either avoid it or “explain it” away. Our
current scientific way of dealing with change is to discover what is permanent behind or underneath the change and
let that be the standard or ground of its functioning.
Even if we know there is more to life than science and the mind, we cannot just step out into the unknown without
a firm foundation, some kind of ground to support us. Up until now science has provided that foundation to help us
understand, navigate and manipulate the physical world, with many impressive and beneficial results, as our current
technology clearly demonstrates. But when the ways of science are applied to the nonphysical worlds such as
psychology, it is found to be not as effective. Science and the mind have their limitations and when these are
acknowledged, it will become possible for science to enlarge its scope and come to work with what has so far been
largely inaccessible to it.
What is needed is a standard as a basis for discernment—a standard that is dynamic and is able to provide the
foundation for integrating mutually exclusive quantum realities, or what is referred to as “parallel universes” in the
(Continued on page 11)
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(Continued from page 10)
quantum world. With this in place, we will no longer manipulate and control reality—rather we will work in
conjunction with what we will come to know and understand. The current subject/object and active/passive
relationships of mind with reality will be replaced by an integration of the two. It will be a dance to the “music of
the spheres.”
Quantum Theory and the Transpersonal
The dilemma that a scientific approach to psychology faces can be found in a quote from Seng-Ts’an: “If you work
on your mind with your mind, how can you avoid an immense confusion?”3 This quote aptly reveals the quantum
nature of psychology. It points toward reflexivity, paradox, and what might be called the “quantum gap,” the vast
difference between two worlds—in this case the mind that studies or observes, and the mind that is observed—and
yet they are both the same mind. Added to this is the irony of a confused mind.
We are confronted with the complexity of psychology and may be tempted to take an “eastern” route—to opt for
unity and transcend the duality of subject/object. But this is an illusory solution for it not only creates the additional
duality of unity/duality, it further complicates and confuses the issue to the point where it becomes unresolvable.
This route is sometimes taken by advocates of transpersonal psychology who create a division between the personal
and the transpersonal, claiming the transpersonal to be on another level than the personal. It is on “another level”;
but to create a dichotomy between the two is a false transpersonal approach. The transpersonal without the personal
becomes the “impersonal.”
The problem of having two transpersonal approaches, both of which are valid from their individual perspectives, is
another quantum dilemma. This has been the source of a number of challenges within the psychosynthesis
community in the past. Examples of these two approaches are the Disidentification Exercise and the concept of
Higher Self.
For some people the Disidentification Exercise has been changed from “I am not . . .” to “I am more than . . .”4
and most people seem to be comfortable with allowing for both versions while choosing one of the two for their
own use.
The issue of the Higher Self, which involves use of concepts of the transpersonal and/or the transcendent, has not
been totally resolved, however. The “transpersonal” is similar to the “transcendent” and the confusion between these
two can cause misunderstanding and discord. The transcendent has to do with what the Taoists call “Tao,” and that
others approach with the terms “absolute” or “universal.” The way they express it is that the Tao which can be
spoken of is but a mere image of true Tao, which cannot be contained within the time and space world. If it
manifests, it can only do so in terms of yin and yang, i.e. in duality and multiplicity, and is no longer Tao. The
transpersonal, on the other hand, is not itself the realm of the absolute or universal, but it does have to do with
gaining access to that world. There are many transpersonal qualities for example, yet in spite of the multiplicity, to
create a division between them is unjustified. This again points to the need for a quantum approach, which allows
for both unity and separation, the relative and the absolute. The word “higher” as applied to “self” is valuable as a
label only, and to restrict an understanding of the absolute to the “higher” or the “deeper,” the “transcendent” or the
“immanent” is to miss the mark.
Even the words “absolute” and “universal” are only labels, a finger pointing to what cannot be expressed. It seems
to me that we in the psychosynthesis community are called to reframe this tension we have experienced in the past
between two different and perhaps contrary labels for the transpersonal, and transform it into a creative tension with
a new approach to this quantum quandary.

(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 11)
The Quantum Quandary and the Current Crisis
This kind of predicament is certainly not limited to psychosynthesis. It in fact represents the cutting edge of the
growth of humanity as a whole. In our rapidly changing world many people hold on to and get stuck within a fixed
belief system which they mistake as being able to provide security, and to protect them from uncertainty and anxiety.
But the more fixed their beliefs, the more insecure they become, with little tolerance for the beliefs of others, a
condition sometimes labeled “fundamentalism,” but which is not limited to religion.
Religion is a domain that approaches the ultimate questions of our existence. Politics is another such realm, as is
science. One person’s ultimate answers and way of understanding and dealing with life and reality may be valid and
true for that person, but they are bound to be at odds with those of someone else—one religion as opposed to
another, Democrats and Republicans, liberals and conservatives, science versus faith, and so on. No matter what it
is called—religion, political affiliation, or theory of the universe—whatever is considered to be the ground or basis
of one’s reality as experienced in the present moment, forms the foundation of one’s life. An encounter with a
different, especially a contrary, reality may seriously challenge the validity and trustworthiness of that ground, in
turn undermining and bringing serious doubt concerning that person’s reality, as well as becoming a threat to one’s
mental and emotional stability, even one’s very existence.
When we as different people tightly hold on to our individual foundations or transpersonal values, although they
may be rooted in the absolute, we create a multiplicity of systems or personal realities that paradoxically splits the
unity of the universal into fragments. As in the story of the Tower of Babel, people no longer understand or trust
each other, and the resulting dysfunction, like a modern psychological version of the medieval black plague, spreads
like an epidemic, with the potential to create much turmoil and suffering.
The dimensions of our current crisis have never been experienced before. It has come about largely, or perhaps
solely, from the way we as humans have gone about living our lives. This in turn is based on our thinking, which in
terms of our dealing with the world is presently limited to a linear mode, which is based fundamentally on the
principle of duality, or simple polarity. Linear thinking is static, and it is no secret that it has its drawbacks. The
normal response is to replace it—or better, complement it—with non-linear thinking. Non-linear thinking is
certainly dynamic in one sense, but it lacks focus or coherence. While full of motion and activity, it is essentially
also static.
Static thinking has given rise to the damage and breakdown of our commons: the air we breathe, the water we drink,
the money we use for exchange, the words we communicate with, the soil and seeds that feed us, and many others.
But the final word belongs to a primary concern: the collapse of the one common element that is found in every
major religion of the world—the teaching to consider another as no better or worse than oneself, and to act
accordingly—to respect and honor what is valid and true for another, whether we agree with or believe in it or not,
for this is what we also wish for ourselves from them. This is more than a religion, for it points to the foundation of
our existence. As such it is the link that connects spirituality, religion, psychology, sociology, philosophy, and other
systems of understanding. The question is: Is there a way of thinking other than what we have been using that
supports this way of life?
Quantum Polarity
If another mode of thinking and awareness is possible, it must be based on a polarity that is dynamic. What is needed
is a reflexive polarity, where polarity is applied to itself, a polarity that corresponds to the complexity we need to
resolve. As the above quote from Seng-Ts’an demonstrates, this is the nature of the mind, of psychology, and of
quantum reality. This polarity has been developed and is called Quantum Polarity, the basis of Quantum Synthesis.
Quantum Polarity provides a foundation or standard that is stable but not static, flexible but not fluid. It forms a
(Continued on page 13)
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bridge between the living and the mechanical and might be called a “meta-polarity,” a structure of relationships
where polarity has been applied to itself. It enables and supports both parts of a polarity to engage in a dynamic
interplay which is the signature of the way nature and ecology works. It offers a new mental or cognitive framework,
a body on another level within which life can come and dwell.
Our present mode of cognition and thinking in any particular area restricts us to the spectrum between two poles.
To increase our awareness we currently have only two options. One option is to expand the poles to cover a larger
area, but this is just the process of generalization and greatly simplifies the area covered. The other option is to add
the many different poles of each detail together, thereby creating an impenetrable complexity. Clearly neither of
these two options offers a greater awareness. Rather than create any change in what is observed, Quantum Polarity
makes a change in how it is observed. It works with the inner to effect a change in the outer.
Quantum Polarity offers more than just limiting our cognition to the spectrum between two poles. In applying
polarity to itself, this can create a greater refinement in awareness and choice. It is as if we can now add to the black,
white and greys of our thinking and cognition all the colors of the rainbow. Where before we have had to contend
with a struggle between “either/or” and “both/and,” we now find ourselves in a different landscape that not only
includes them both, but much more.
The basics of Quantum Polarity are fairly simple, but getting a complete picture of its nature and application is not
so simple. For example—and true to its nature—Quantum Polarity can be seen in two radically different but
complementary ways, which I call the “Escher view”5 and the “Cusa view.”6 More on this can be found by visiting
the Quantum Polarity website at www.quantumpolarity.com.
Quantum Synthesis
A coherent dynamic way of thinking is radically different from our present conscious way of thinking. It can be
called a heart thinking that is more inclusive. Just as the heart has four chambers and is also situated at the center of
our body, this points to the essential function of the heart as being the place where all things come together to form
a living wholeness or holon. This is in contrast to a lack of interconnectedness of components found within an
“aggregate entity” or totality. A wholeness or holon is a place of interdependence and interaction, implying also
ecology and sustainability, where logical opposites—such as unity and diversity—support each other.
This living wholeness has the essential quality of integrity as compared with an aggregate entity’s totality, in which
the parts are assembled by mere inclusiveness. In a living wholeness, the parts are transformed to a state whereby
each functions as a whole in itself while playing a supportive role within the whole, without which the whole would
not be complete. It is a state that has a place even for its opposite, i.e. wholeness and separateness. It defies logic but
is not illogical; it is inclusive and exclusive, both “both/and” and “either/or,” but not always. This is Quantum
Synthesis.
Appendix
There is much more to Quantum Synthesis that could not be touched on here. For example, there is a complex
relationship between integrating quantum realties, and integrating paradigms or subpersonalities, and how Quantum
Synthesis provides the basis for clear discernment in the process of integration. There is also more that can be said
on the correspondence between quantum reality and consciousness using the tool and insights of Quantum Polarity.
A workshop on Quantum Synthesis and its application to social psychosynthesis, including graphics and experiential components, will be presented at the upcoming AAP conference in June. For more information and to register
for the conference go to the AAP website at www.aap-psychosynthesis.org. ◙

(Continued on page 14)
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Dirk Kelder’s education includes an undergraduate degree in science, a graduate degree in theology, and
a psychosynthesis training from Olga Denisko. Early in his undergraduate studies he encountered the
“quantum conundrum” and this provided a Zen koan for him to chew on ever since. Learning about
science’s inability to grasp the mysteries of quantum reality led him to redirect his attention to psychology
and spirituality, and an MDiv thesis on paradigms and paradox created an opportunity to continue some
deep inner searching that had begun with a training in pastoral care. A further training in adult education
introduced him to some of the dynamics and intricacies of the social sphere. Psychosynthesis has been
instrumental in helping him to integrate all these and take them further to what he calls “Quantum
Synthesis.” Dirk has presented workshops at a number of psychosynthesis conferences, was part of the
initial group that began AAP in 1995, and is presently co-chair of AAP.

Notes
1

What The Bleep Do We Know? is available to view online at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioONhpIJ-NY

2

Schrödinger's Cat is a thought experiment, sometimes described as a paradox, devised by Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger
in 1935. It illustrates what he saw as the problem of the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics applied to everyday objects, resulting in a contradiction with common sense. The scenario presents a cat that might be alive or dead, depending on an earlier random event —Wikipedia. —ed.
3

Patrick Hughes and George Brecht (1975) Vicious Circles and Infinity: A Panoply of Paradoxes. New York: Doubleday, p. 91.

4

For example, the first version of the exercise would employ a phrasing such as “I have feelings but I am not my feelings,” while
the second version of the exercise uses “I have feelings but I am more than my feelings.” —ed.
5

Where two views within one image are mutually exclusive, so only one perspective is possible at a time —ed.

6

Where various elements can be transformed for integration, which is made possible by the presence of an element of wholeness
—ed.

Book Announcement

Psychology and the Perennial Philosophy
Edited by Samuel Bendeck Sotillos
In order to better cope with the pressures and stresses of the current day, modern
psychology is anxiously seeking to find new therapies to address the increasing
disorders within the human psyche. In the process new fields of research, such as
humanistic and transpersonal psychology, curiously appear to borrow more and
more from the wisdom of the ages. This volume, containing eighteen articles by
noteworthy expositors of the perennial philosophy such as Huston Smith, Seyyed
Hossein Nasr, and Frithjof Schuon, presents the spiritual psychology of the wisdom traditions as a much-needed antidote to the current impasse in modern
psychology.
This book is an anthology of great writings on a supremely fascinating and complex subject: what
are the nature and the significance of the human psyche within the framework of perennial wisdom?
Answers are sought in the writings of prestigious authors from various fields: comparative religion,
philosophy, transpersonal psychology, the study of psychedelics. This is an impressive work, and
most useful for helping readers to become aware of their implicit assumptions, and perhaps to
challenge them.” —Piero Ferrucci, author of Beauty and the Soul
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[ Summer Weekend [
with Didi Firman

August 17 & 18
The Practice of Contemplative Psychosynthesis
Psychosynthesis is steeped in contemplative practices from guided imagery to the practice of
disidentification. Working with all psychological functions, this weekend will be an experience of
psychosynthesis as a spiritual and contemplative practice. In the context of nature, art, meditation
and deep quiet, we will follow our Call of Self. Guided work will invite us into our inner, private world.
Conversation will ground us in relationship to our fellow travelers. Art, movement, journaling, and
specific psychosynthesis techniques will anchor us in the vastness of the universe and the particularity of our own unique being.
Open only to those with psychosynthesis training
Held in Amherst at Didi’s house
Maximum of 12 people
Sliding scale of $500-300.
To register, email Didi at didi@synthesiscenter.org

Psychosynthesis has been used for personal and spiritual growth since its inception, and has been applied
primarily in the field of psychology. As it moves out into the world, it is useful and exciting (for me anyway)
to touch into the contemplative bases for so much of psychosynthesis. It is important to experience psychosynthesis, not just as a means of working through life's issues, but as a life practice itself. In the same way that
meditation or yoga or walking in nature becomes a daily practice for many of us, so can psychosynthesis be
that. Forty years into my psychosynthesis experience, I deeply value my ongoing practices of disidentification,
listening for the Call of Self, and deepening my awareness in all psychological functions. This workshop, a first
for me, is open only to people trained in psychosynthesis. I hope that each of us connected to psychosynthesis
finds new ways to take it into the world, through our own practices, our professional work, writing and living!
— Didi Firman, Director, The Synthesis Center, Amherst, MA.
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journeys
My Calling: Ministry and the Call of Self

I discovered psychosynthesis on a bulletin board. One day I just happened upon a flyer for The Synthesis
Center, announcing their upcoming training program. Though I’d never heard of psychosynthesis and was
already up to my eyeballs in studying at the time, a voice inside me insisted, “Yes! You’ve got to do this!”
Luckily, I knew a little something about that voice. I remember the first time I heard it, almost four years ago
now, after the crafts gallery I was managing suddenly closed. I’d been working in galleries for ten years, slowly
moving from sales to management to a partnership offer. I turned down that offer so I could open my own store,
a dream I’d nurtured for years. Yes, I was a little shaken by being so unexpectedly out of work, but also
strangely relieved. Part of me knew there was something missing in my life—I felt an emptiness I couldn’t
name or explain.
With a little bit of unemployment money and a lot of free time, I decided to devote myself to exploring that
emptiness. I began working with a therapist. I joined a women’s group and started doing yoga. I discovered
Zen meditation and Al-Anon meetings. And on the first Sunday after getting laid off, I went to church. I wasn’t
sure I’d find anything meaningful in a church (I hadn’t found it there when I was a kid), but I went anyway.
To my surprise, it was love at first sight. I’d never been to a church where ladies in sweater-sets and pumps
sat alongside hippies in batik prints and Birkenstocks, poor folks with worn-out clothes and missing teeth,
bikers, lesbians, and recovering addicts. Truly, all were welcomed. And each week the minister’s message
resonated deep within me, filling a well of longing I’d hardly known was there.
Having since studied psychosynthesis, I can reference the Dimensions of Growth map to better understand
what I was experiencing. I’d spent a decade living almost entirely in the personal dimension, rarely connecting
to the transpersonal (or delving into the pre-personal). The emptiness I felt was in large part due to my
one-dimensional existence. I kept up my schedule of therapy, church, my women’s group, yoga, and all the
other activities I’d begun since getting laid off. Gradually I felt more fulfilled; there seemed to be more meaning
in life. I was still looking for employment in the gallery world, though, hoping to get my career “back on track.”
Up to that point, I thought I knew where my life was headed. I had a plan, after all—something I’d slowly but
surely been working toward.
All that changed one Sunday morning at church. Rev. Carol’s sermon that day was about listening for our
soul’s purpose—what today I might name the Call of Self. Though wise and thought-provoking as always,
nothing stood out as particularly earth shattering. And yet as she spoke I could feel my heart aching, yearning
toward I knew not what.
After her message Rev. Carol guided us into our usual meditation, a time of silent reflection not more than
five minutes long. As I sat in my metal folding chair with my sacred, ragtag community all around me, I simply
understood that my purpose was to be a minister. It was a message without words, whispered straight into my
heart. My eyes flew open and I looked around to see if anyone else had heard. Was that message meant for me?
Did that really just happen, or did I imagine it? A friend had been sitting next to me in church that morning.
After the service I asked her if she’d…um…noticed anything unusual during the meditation? “Nope,” she
breezily replied.
At first I didn’t tell anyone—not one single person—as I silently wrestled with the experience. It had been
incredibly powerful: hearing that voice was unlike anything that had ever happened before. But, I had to admit,
the message was not what I wanted to hear. A minister? I’d never in my wildest dreams considered becoming
a minister. As far as I was concerned I was definitely not minister material. And besides, everyone would think
this whole thing was a little crazy, right?
(Continued on page 17)
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As Didi Firman writes, “Saying yes to possibility is a gift we
need to accept. Saying yes to some of the many invitations that we
are presented with every day allows the unfolding of possibility: that
possibility of being better, more of who we truly are. Saying yes to
the call of Self is our single most important piece of work.”(1) She
goes on, “Somewhere in us we know when we hear the invitation,
that we want to say yes. We want to, from deep inside us.”
And so it was with me. I’d heard the invitation whether I liked it
or not, whether I felt good enough or not, whether anyone understood
me or not. Certainly I had fear, and doubt, and resistance—all of that
in spades. But there was a place inside me that just knew; that trusted
the call and longed to yield to it.
It took great courage to say yes to the Call of Self. In fact, it was
the scariest thing I’d ever done. But it was also one of the most profound. It wasn’t until I embraced my calling
to become a minister that I began to feel a synthesis within me. Firman and Gila describe the process of
Self-realization “in which we contact and respond to the deepest currents in our soul; here a life path unfolds
which may engage either or both dimensions of growth.”(2) I was finally on a path that contained both.
It brought with it a huge sense of relief, like letting out a breath that had been held for years. For the first
time I felt as though my life was in true alignment. It felt like I’d finally come home. Though I still wasn’t sure
what it really meant to be a minister, I knew the door of possibility had opened that day. All I needed to do was
to walk through it and see what was waiting for me.
I also knew I couldn’t be part of the exclusivity and divisiveness I’d seen in churches as a kid. Not knowing
what to do, I listened. Then came another small voice, another invitation, and soon I was enrolled at an
Interfaith seminary, something I’d never known existed. Halfway through seminary, I happened upon a flyer
and heard another calling, this time to attend the training program at The Synthesis Center.
Several years after my first calling experience—after my ordination, and now well into my second year of
training at The Synthesis Center—I now have a better understanding of what it means to be a minister. For me,
above all, to minister is to serve. Sometimes I serve as a guide. Sometimes I serve through officiating a wedding
or funeral. Sometimes I serve by offering Reiki healing or spending time with a Hospice patient. But my
greatest service is listening for the Call of Self—in others and in me. It’s a calling I hope to follow for the rest
of my life. ◙
(1) “YES!”, by Dorothy Firman, Page 11 of December 2012 edition of Psychosynthesis Quarterly, http://aappsychosynthesis.org/wp-content/uploads/Psychosynthesis_Quarterly_December_2012.pdf
(2) From the website of John Firman & Ann Gila http://www.psychosynthesispaloalto.com/

Hannah Grace is an Ordained Interfaith Minister, Wedding Officiant and owner of Grace Ceremonies (www.graceceremonies.com). Now in her second year of training at The Synthesis
Center, she plans to continue toward certification as a Psychosynthesis practitioner. She can be
contacted at info@graceceremonies.com.
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PSYCHOSYNTHESIS COUNSELING:
TAPPING THE HIDDEN POWERS OF THE MIND

with
Michael H. Brown, EdS
In Richmond, Virginia
Friday evening, May 3, 7:30 PM - 10:30 PM
Saturday, May 4, 8:30 AM - 10:00 PM
Sunday, May 5, 8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
and September 27-29, 2013
Fee: Sliding scale from $195.00 - $365.00
Approved for 22 Continuing Education Units including 2 CEUs for Ethics
for LCSW s by NASW -V A #130503-05CHRC and for
LPCs and LM FTs by the National Board for Certified Counselors # SP-1115

AUDIENCE Psychosynthesis is an holistic approach to counseling and human development first
articulated by the Italian psychiatrist Roberto Assagioli (1888-1974), a student of Sigmund Freud and
colleague of Carl Jung. It provides both a theoretical framework for understanding the process of
self-actualization and a wide range of practical methods to facilitate the development of one’s unique
personal, professional, and spiritual resources. This weekend program is a “2-fer.” It offers both an
outstanding training experience for mental health professionals and a wonderfully renewing retreat for the
interested public. All who are interested in deepening their understanding of how consciousness can
continue to evolve and unfold through the lifespan and who are willing to explore these “hidden powers
of the mind” through experiential learning will greatly benefit from attending.
GOALS During this program participants will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn about Transpersonal Psychology and its research into ancient and modern techniques for
exploring, expanding, and transforming consciousness;
Learn how to do “The 10-Minute Miracle,” a mindfulness technique that results in arriving at a state
of deep relaxation in a short period of time;
Be introduced to the basic model of psychosynthesis and explore the five spiraling levels of
consciousness it describes and facilitates;
Learn how to apply the theory and techniques of psychosynthesis in both counseling and everyday
life;
Learn about “Techniques for Better Living” and examine two important life issues with them using
a 12-step program for transforming consciousness called “Creative Explorations of Inner Space;”
Examine the ethical issues related to the use of provocative techniques for exploring, expanding, and
transforming consciousness;
Take part in a four-person “Kiva Group” to ground and integrate the insights and inspiration from
the program and to experience the dynamic process of decision by consensus;
Return home having enjoyed a synthesis of body, mind, and spirit, having balanced the left and right
hemispheres of the brain, and having journeyed in expanded awareness from individual
to group (or tribal) levels of consciousness.

LEADER

Michael H. Brown, EdS, is a Licensed Professional Counselor, Licensed Marriage and
Family Therapist, and Diplomate in Clinical Hypnotherapy. A practitioner of psychosynthesis for 40 years,
he is President of Counseling and Human Resources Consulting, P .C., in Richmond, Virginia. Michael has
made presentations at 64 regional, national, and international conferences, has 19 published articles, has
appeared on 160 radio and television programs, has conducted 140 personal growth and professional training
programs, and has led 200 outdoor retreats called the W ilderness Vision Quest retreats throughout North
America since 1975. He is past president of the Virginia Association for Spiritual, Ethical and Religious
Values in Counseling (V A ASERVIC) 1997-8; and a graduate of Leadership Metro Richmond (LMR) class
of 2006.

For information, a complete outline of the program, and a registration form go to Michael’s website and
click on Upcoming Events. www.MichaelBrown.org or write to him at 4889 A. Finlay Street, Richmond,
VA 23231 (804) 222-0483 Fax (804) 222-8823 Email: mbrownlpc@aol.com.
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PSYCHOSYNTHESIS IN RUSSIA

I live in St. Petersburg, Russia and I have been working in the field of psychology since the 1970s. There was
a time in our history when the Bolsheviks tried to kill psychotherapy. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, after
the beginning of perestroika, it was like a bursting out for Russian psychologists, who had been isolated from
the development of the world psychotherapy process for years.
Different psychotherapists who represented different approaches came to Russia to share their experiences and to help their Russian colleagues. This
wave brought the group of followers of Assagioli to
Leningrad, to the Bekhterev Psycho-neurological
Institute, which is considered to be the most progressive state organization in terms of psychotherapy. This was in 1988, and it was when I first learnt
about Psychosynthesis and met the people who
practice this. These guests did three or four short
theoretical presentations, one after another. I remember most clearly Jeanette Rainwater. In her
bright red costume and a blouse with a big bow,
she looked like an exotic bird in the conference hall
Our Teachers from the USA and Canada: (from front)
of the Academic Institute filled with people in
Prilly Sanwill, Michael Gigante, Clair Boskin,
white doctor’s smocks. After the theoretical part,
Anne Yeomans, Philip Brooks, Lenore Lefer,
Molly Young Brown, Marseille Rheault, Ruth Eichler
the audience was divided into two parts to watch
demonstrations of the theory. One group was lead
by Tom Yeomans and another by Molly Brown.
My colleague, Natalia Ganina, and I watched the work of Molly. Her client was a musician and I remember
that, while working with him, Molly used the image of a guitar. It felt like a door had been opened to an
unknown world. Unfortunately, the meeting was too short and I could only get a vague impression of what lay
before me.

Alexander Badkhen, Tom Yeomans, and
Mark Pevzner with eggs

In September of 1989, three wonderful women from the
USA, Jeanette Rainwater, Molly Brown, and Carol Hwoschinsky, came to Russia to lead three days of psychosynthesis training. By this time we, as a small group of
psychologists, had already founded a private center for
psychotherapy and counseling which we named Harmony.
Training took place in this center and it was a very intense
experience. The main personal discovery for me was meeting with different parts of my personality and the idea that I
could allow all of them to be, that I didn’t have to deny any
of them to save my integrity.

In terms of professional learning, this training was extremely
important. First of all, I learned many new techniques (at that time it seemed for me to be the most important
thing). I also got some deep and, at the same time, very practical ideas to understand my own inner processes
and the problems of my clients. I very much liked that psychosynthesis was a very ‘acceptive’ concept, not as
restrictive as psychoanalysis, for example.
(Continued on page 20)
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What else was attractive for me was that this concept takes into consideration the spiritual aspects of the human
being. Probably, thanks to this attention to the spiritual dimension, the atmosphere of our training was not
stressful—we touched very deep things, people were able to experience sorrow, grief and pain, and it was
somehow balanced because we stayed in touch with something healing deep inside each of us. The atmosphere
of our work was very inspiring—creative and joyful. After this training we knew for sure that we wanted to
learn psychosynthesis, and we wanted to have these people be our teachers.
To this day, we continue to develop our professional connections. Tom Yeomans, founder and director of the
Concord Psychosynthesis Institute, invited several specialists from Russia (St. Petersburg and Moscow) to
participate in the Summer Psychosynthesis School. In September 1990, a large group of psychosynthesis
people came to Russia to lead trainings in three different cities. In this group were people not only from the
USA, but also from Canada: Andre
Pare; and from Norway: Nils Grendstad and Eldri Steen. We spent some
days together with the whole group
walking along in St. Petersburg. I
mention this fact because it was very
important for us, people who were
for years isolated from the large
world, to get a feeling of belonging,
to experience ourselves as a part of
an international psychosynthesis
community.
We had a chance to see that these
psychosynthesis people are not only
experienced professionals, but also
very nice people, and we have much
in common in a human sense.
After finishing the cultural program
Piero Ferrucci (in blue at top of slide) with Harmony students
in St. Petersburg, part of the group
left for Moscow and part for Vilnius
and four of them—Molly Brown, Patricia Norris and Kallon Basquin from the USA and Andre Pare from
Canada—stayed in St. Petersburg. For the 50 Russian specialists, they became our guides in a four-day fantastic
journey. It was a journey in two senses—it took place in the suburbs, so we spent all our time together, and
also it was a very deep self-exploration—we moved to our past, we met our wounded child, we meditated
in the woods using nature as our teacher and a source of energy. We also got a chance to learn more about
psychosynthesis and its application in different spheres of life—in the treatment of cancer patients and in the
educational process. It was a very deep and meaningful experience for all of us. Step by step, we came to the
point where there was a group of professionals in Russia who became interested in psychosynthesis, began to
use this approach in their work with clients, and needed to get a deeper understanding from this group of
specialists from the West who were ready to meet this need, to help us and to share their experiences.
Over time Tom Yeomans, with groups of colleagues from different countries, and with the support of the larger
psychosynthesis community, developed a two-year program to teach Harmony psychologists psychotherapeutic skills. The project has a name: Concord – Harmony. The names of our teachers: Thomas Yeomans, Anne
Yeomans, Molly Young Brown, Claire Boskin, Prilly Sanwill, Michael Gigante, Lenore Lefer, Philip Brooks,
Ruth Eichler (all from the USA), and Marseille Rheault (Canada).
(Continued on page 21)
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All of them belong to their respective psychosynthesis communities, and many are not only followers but were
students of Roberto Assagioli. The program is based on the basic principals of psychosynthesis with its main
purpose of not only giving a certain amount of skills and knowledge to groups of psychologists, but also
training these specialists to be the teachers of the future.
After finishing our course, in 1995, we developed our own educational program. This year (2012) we started
our three-year course at the International School of Psychotherapy: Counseling and Group Leadership. The
word International is used because we keep our professional connection with our Western Psychosynthesis
teachers and colleagues. Some of them—Richard Gordon, Gary Whited, Abby Seixas—came to teach once or
twice, and three of them—Tom Yeomans, Mark Horowitz, and David Elliot—work with our students on a
regular basis. As our own background is based on the principles of psychosynthesis, we use the psychosynthesis techniques and concepts in our teaching course. We decided from the very beginning that we would not
teach our students one certain approach, but the basic principles of psychotherapy and counseling. Of course
we use the name Assagioli and the word “psychosynthesis.” We talk about the egg diagram, the different levels
of consciousness, disidentification, and the Higher Self. After taking our course, students start to use the
psychosynthetic methods of working with the images of subpersonalities, and find it very effective to use the
techniques of inner dialog, etc. Because they don’t get a certificate as a psychosynthesis therapist (neither do
we in fact), they don’t consider themselves to be psychosynthesis specialists.
I especially remember a psychosynthesis seminar training led by Didi Firman. Many of our graduate students
came to participate and in the circle of expectation they got to say how much they want to know about
psychosynthesis. I was shocked. Our former students did not know that they had learnt psychosynthesis in our
school. How come? Didi is a wonderful teacher and, of course, all the participants were satisfied with her work.
However, some disappointment came from their inadequate expectations: they came to learn something totally
new and they discovered that they are familiar with the concepts and methods. I concluded from this story that
our students, like Jurdin, a hero of a famous play by Moliere, “speak prose not knowing that they speak prose.”
We started our school in 1995, and our first group of students graduated in 1998. Since that time, more than
600 have completed our required course of study, including those in different cities of Russia, who are now
using the psychosynthesis approach in their work. I personally use psychosynthesis in my individual work with
clients and in group work—not only in educational training for psychologists—I have also used psychosynthesis in my work with survivors of the Beslan
tragedy (the case when a terrorist attacked the
school). I use it in working with organizations
and with school teachers. I even developed a
short-term program of three psychosynthesis
trainings (though officially I don’t feel I have
the right to do this, because I don’t have a
certificate as a psychosynthesis therapist, and I
am not a member of any psychosynthesis association).
During one of my trainings in Arkhangelsk, I
had a demonstration session in which I used an
inner dialog approach with an empty chair. One
of the participants asked me after the session
was finished: “But you use Gestalt! Psychosynthesis took this technique from Gestalt!”
(Continued on page 22)

David Elliot (kneeling at center) with Harmony students
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and I said, “Wait, my friends. Assagioli formulated the main
principles of his approach 40 years before Frederic Perls formulated his Gestalt approach. So, who took this from
whom?”Of course it is very common for beginners to identify
techniques with different approaches, but this is only a part of
the problem.
In Russia there are several Gestalt Institutes, Psychodrama
Institutes, and Institutes for Psychoanalysis, dance therapy
courses, Jungian sand tray therapy centers, centers for studying
the Bert Hellinger method of Systematic Constellations, and
probably many other kinds of courses. Many of these organizaNevsky Prospect, St. Petersburg:(left to right)
tions have connections with International Associations and
psychosynthesis teachers Ruth Eichler, Alexander
students can, after finishing their course, complete certain tasks
Badkhen, two Harmony people, and teachers
and get International Certificates. I don’t know anyone who
Molly Brown and Mark Pevzner
offers an International Certificate as a Psychosynthesis Therapist. That is why I can say that psychosynthesis is popular and
yet, at the same time, not as popular in Russia as it could be. While there are many specialists in the helping
professions who use the principles and methods of the psychosynthetic approach in their work and also as a
way to deal with their own personal difficulties, I don’t know any therapist who calls himself a psychosynthesis
therapist. So, as an example, we can say that psychosynthesis is popular in Russia, like the song “Katusha”—
many people know the motive and words but 90% don’t know the author, and think that this is like a folk song.
I suspect that this problem exists to some extent not only in Russia. I have a book in my hands called Innovative
Therapy:A Handbook edited by David Jones (published in 1994 in the USA, Russian translation 2001), in
which one of the chapters is devoted to psychosynthesis. How can they call this innovative 84 years after
Assagioli’s first article on psychosynthesis, and almost 70 years after the creation of the first Psychosynthesis
Institute in Rome? One of the reasons for this strange destiny may be that such an effective psychotherapeutic
approach is connected with the phenomenon of “the repression of the sublime.” Perhaps it is also somehow
related to the personality of its founder, Roberto Assagioli, who wasn’t looking for self glory, but wanted only
to help people to find their inner harmony. ◙
Masha Soloveichik is a psychologist, psychotherapist, and trainer.
She graduated from Leningrad
State University in 1977 and
worked for six years as a clinical
psychologist. Since 1989 she has
worked for a nongovernmental
organization called Harmony
Institute. In 1993 she studied crisis intervention skills at Gryphon
Place in Kalamazoo, Michigan,
and in 1995 she completed the
Psychotherapy Training program
in Psychosynthesis and Applied
Psychology at Concord Institute in Massachusetts. She is currently doing
individual psychotherapy and leads educational trainings for psychologists
in St. Petersburg and in other cities in Russia. She also leads rehabilitation
groups for trauma survivors in the area of military conflicts in the Caucasus.
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A moment in the training
At Cheliabinsk

I

t’s been a week of Passion,” Paula’s voice quivered as she dropped down into the chair in front of me. She
had already emailed to say that her grandmother was dying and she couldn’t decide whether to go home.
Paula had a long history of not being able to decide. We had been meeting for nearly two and a half years, I as
her psychosynthesis guide and she as my client. Together, we had explored her feelings of never being good
enough and her consequent control of and search for elusive perfection in everything from shoes to menu items
to true love. We had attempted to unravel and unbind her never-ending endings. And we had spent hours
peeling away Paula’s habitual lateness to discover the face of cold fear of having to wait for the other and relive
a surge of emotions around abandonment.
Her week of Passion was literal and figurative. It had been Holy Week and the day we met in 2011 was not
only Good Friday, but also Jewish Passover. The word pasque for Easter actually comes from the Hebrew word
which means to “go through.” This week of ‘crossing over,’ of leaving slavery for freedom, of moving from
this world to the next, from death to everlasting life, seemed to reflect Paula’s own inner and outer struggle.
Since our last meeting, Paula had been confronted with death, an encounter that cannot be controlled or
perfected or tricked into arriving before you or never at all. Her grandmother was dying of cancer and was
finally surrendering to its call. Paula’s Nonna, an Italian as well as a private icon, no longer held the energy to
sustain the Milanese family as she had for all of Paula’s 30 years. Nonna had been the family pillar, the
Corinthian column of strength and integrity around whom Christmas and birthdays and Holy Communions had
been celebrated. This grandmother had finally decided to crumble, leaving everyone else to deal with their
feelings of loss and painful disconnected loneliness. Grandmother, lucid and detached, was quietly slipping
away. Her husband was angry that she had given up and stopped fighting; her family felt in many ways that she
was already dead.
Three days earlier, Paula’s mother had called to prepare her daughter for the worst. While insisting that Paula
not travel home from the Netherlands to Italy, her mother had wanted Paula to prepare for the imminent funeral.
“Don’t come,” said Paula’s mother crying into the phone. “It’s better you remember her as she was. Your
brother and sister go in to hug her and she does nothing. Nonna doesn’t care anymore. She doesn’t care if you
are there are not. You are lucky not to see her this way. Besides, you will only have to fly back for the funeral.
Get ready for that instead. It’s better this way.”
Paula recounted all this in tears. Throughout her childhood, her mother’s mother had been the one to comfort
Paula, the one to take care of her while Paula’s mother fretted over Paula’s sickly younger brother, cooed over
his comical antics. Nonna had always told Paula that she was her favorite grandchild, and Paula wanted to go
home and see her. But she struggled with her own mother’s wishes along with the fact that another ending was
looming in front of her—her PhD thesis which was already late and had to be finished in less than three weeks.
Logic and reason, Paula’s major accomplices throughout most of her lifetime, told her not to go home, and yet
her heart was telling her otherwise. “I am scared,” she said in a shaky voice. “I am scared that I won’t finish
my thesis. And I am scared of not going to see my grandmother, not doing what I think is right. And I am scared
because this is a big ending in my life. And there is nothing, nothing I can do. My heart thought she would
always be there, that she was immortal, my strong, fighting grandmother…”
Remarkably, it was the hour before 3:00 p.m., the symbolic time of Christ’s death. As Paula spoke, I kept
seeing the Passion of Christ before me. He would now be nailed to the cross. The women and his mother Mary
(Continued on page 24)
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would be at his bloodied feet, witnessing his wounds, watching his Light fade. His favorite disciple, the young
John, would be with the women. Despite his own anguish, he would be comforting Mary as she sank weeping
to the ground. I knew Paula, raised Catholic, had no Christian faith. I wondered to myself, “What do I do with
this image so strongly in front of me? How and when does story become myth become personal truth?”
I shifted slightly and inwardly sighed. Paula continued recounting her dilemma. How she had (typically) turned
to all her friends, asking their opinion (most said there was “no point” in going home). How strong her mother’s
voice echoed alongside Paula’s thesis supervisors’ and her own voice of reason.
The crucifixion appeared again in my mind. The darkness descending. The windswept barren hill outside of
town. The two thieves who hung beside Jesus, one repentant, the other not. The Roman soldiers and their
despicable duty, taunting the thirsty Christ (the living water) with a sponge full of vinegar. And those who
loved him watching, waiting, unable to help until his final breath when they could ease his broken body down
from the cross. I could no longer ignore this image, so strongly before me, before us.
“You know Paula,” I said. “It is Good Friday, and what keeps coming up for me is the crucifixion. And how
most of the disciples did not go and witness Christ’s death. Most of them were afraid for their own lives. Some
people can’t bear seeing death. But some of the women went and so did John. It’s like you are the disciple that
isn’t there at your grandmother’s side, while the rest of your family is. I think the question you might have to
ask yourself is which disciple do you want to be? Do you want to stand at the foot of the cross, or not?” I
paused. “Only you can decide.”
Paula burst into tears and I now sat and witnessed her at her own cross, watched her while I returned once more
to the place called The Skull. For the first time, I imagined the disciples’ predicament that Good Friday long
ago. They were able men, some with families. Like Simon Peter, they risked their own arrest, torture, and
execution by admitting allegiance to Jesus. Paradoxically, as second-class citizens considered inconsequential,
the women were actually freer to appear in public with Jesus during his last hours. As the youngest, perhaps
John was also less at risk. Or did his Love overrule his Reason? I imagined perhaps one or two of the other male
disciples following their Rabbi’s tortuous route towards death that afternoon, perhaps disguised and hidden in
the crowd. Perhaps one might even have dressed himself as a woman to stand mournfully at the foot of the
cross.
But most of the disciples, it seemed to me, were probably full of fear. Afraid for their own lives. Afraid of their
convictions. Afraid of their choices and consequences.
Paula was now talking about how one friend had written to her that morning, “You have to do what you want,”
wrote the friend. “Don’t let other commitments stop you from doing what you feel you need to do. Just do it.
Just go.” As soon as Paula had read this email, it sounded right to her. Her friend’s response was really what
she needed to hear. Even though her mother and father, sister and brother were adamant about her not
coming home.
“I just want to say goodbye to her,” Paula insisted. “I am even envious of my brother and sister that they have
this chance. But envious of what?! Something that is very hard. This suffering. What is there to be envious
about? I don’t really understand this. But this is also for myself. It doesn’t matter if my grandmother doesn’t
care. I need to show her that I care. To show myself that I care. That I am there.”
As Paula spoke, I felt myself standing at the foot of Nonna’s cross. I saw the angry, lost husband who refused
to accept her impending death. Her daughter who acted as if she were already dead. Her grandchildren who
thrashed in disbelief and helplessness.
(Continued on page 25)
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“She might be waiting for you,” I said.
Paula shoulders heaved and she began to sob softly. “That’s what I also thought.”
Suddenly I was 25 years younger, at my own grandmother’s death bed. My mother had also telephoned and
asked me to prepare for the inevitable funeral. But I had insisted that I would immediately go while my
grandmother was still alive. I struggled now with this story. Do I tell Paula? And how much and when?
“What do you imagine happens when someone dies?” I quietly asked.
“I don’t imagine anything,” said Paula. “I think the person remains in another person’s memories and hopes
and thoughts. I’m just so scared of this. The image that I have is of part of my world collapsing.” Sobbing, Paula
reached for a tissue from the box on the floor next to her chair. Her long dark hair swept low, veiling her
swollen face. She was dressed, as usual, in expensive clothes carefully arranged with exquisite taste. With her
long legs splayed, she blew her nose hard before continuing.
“The idea that my grandmother will not be there for me is the end of a period of my life. A period I don’t want
to end. But I know she is suffering. This memory is the way she used to be, but isn’t anymore.”
“…the way she used to be, but isn’t anymore…” The New Jersey nursing home 25 years ago came into focus
for me again as I remembered the exact words I said to the wracked body that held my grandmother hostage.
“Look at you Grandma. This isn’t you anymore.” I could not push this image aside, just as I could not dismiss
the image of the crucifixion. At the same time, I heard all my former supervisors, all the literature on counseling
warning me to not reveal myself to Paula. That the more the therapist remains hidden the better. Paula’s voice
was now clearly reaching across the room to me.
“For my mom and sister, my grandmother is already dead because she’s not the person she used to be.”
But none of us are the persons we used to be! I mused. I am hardly what I used to be even from a year ago. Why
aren’t we allowed to be who we are in the here and now? Why aren’t we allowed to change? To grow? To die?
“I understand why my family is saying not to come.” Paula had returned to her cool rational self with all the
answers calculated. “Because I am not getting there before the end. I am witnessing the fall.”
The fall. That seemed essential to me. To witness that fall. That numinous and illusive point of crossing over,
from the known to the unknown. To stand in the center of the parted Red Sea.
I asked Paula, “What do you think the point is of witnessing the fall?”
“The point is to experience it,” she spoke now with a voice of inner authority. “Things are collapsing, but at
the end there is peace. I am far away now and I only have their voices telling me that things are collapsing. But
I am not experiencing it. They tell me that I am crazy to want to come. And in a way that makes sense to me,
too. But I think my family cannot stand the suffering and would rather not be there.
“To be honest. I think I want to be there…” Paula voice no longer held its strength. She was running after her
thoughts and her mother’s voice telling her not to come.

(Continued on page 26)
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“It’s about what you need now and what you want to do.” I tried to bring her back to herself and the opportunity
before her to experience the fall. “Do you need to remember your grandmother as she was? Or do you need to
be there when the pillar falls?”
“Honestly, I’m not scared of seeing her,” Paula seemed to be convincing herself now more than talking directly
to me. “And I’m not scared of the suffering. I might change my mind once I am there. I might think this is
horrible and I do not wish to see this. But right now, seeing my grandmother dying does not scare me. I don’t
know which disciple I am. If I am the one who can stand in front of the crucifix or not. But I think if a person
whom I love is suffering and dying . . . I am not afraid of it. I think I can take some of that suffering. I can
empathize and that will make me feel better than protecting myself from that suffering. But then, I am not
talking from experience.”
“Where are you talking from?”
“From the way I feel.”
“It might be one of the most beautiful experiences you have ever witnessed. Death is a part of life as much as
being born is a part of life.”
“I don’t know if it will be beautiful. . .”
“It’s one of those moments when you are on the threshold,” I tried to explain, to help her to see. “Where the
energy is strong. Numinous.” As I said this, I seemed to be everywhere. At my grandmother’s bedside. At the
foot of the cross. Walking on the hard sandy seabed of the Red Sea. Standing at Nonna’s bedside. Sitting in
front of Paula.
“Plus it’s a risk,” Paula reminded me. “What if soon afterwards I must return for the funeral? I was thinking
about that too.”
“Maybe you don’t go to the funeral. . .”
“Yeah, that’s what I was thinking. What’s really important to me is to be there now. It’s important for my mom
that I be there for the funeral. That’s why she called me. To be ready to come for the funeral…not to come now.
And then I asked, ‘Should I come now?’ And she said, ‘No. No. There is no point.’ But what is important for
me . . . not having any experience of this . . . I just don’t know . . .”
Oh dear. It all felt too close to my own story. I felt myself cross yet another boundary—the one established (and
rightly so) between therapist and client. What kind of disciple am I, in this moment? Do I hide this story away?
Or do I expose it with the hope that it might help Paula in her own struggle? In a calm, almost distant and
measured monotone, I softly began.
“I don’t normally do this. Talk about myself. But it keeps coming up so strongly that I feel I must speak. I was
about your age, when my mother called me. I was living in California, and my grandmother was in New Jersey.
We were 3,000 miles apart. And my mother said, ‘Your grandmother is dying and I want you to go to the
funeral. And I said, I don’t want to go to the funeral. I want to go to see her now.’ And I knew I had to help her
to die. I don’t know how I knew that, but I knew.

(Continued on page 27)
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“I wasn’t particularly close to my grandmother. She was also
my mother’s mother. It was 1986 and I arrived at my aunt’s
house, my mother’s sister. My grandmother had been in a
nursing home for the past eight months. She had been getting
worse and worse. She had always been a very strong woman
and was still mowing her lawn at 80. By now she was 86 and
my aunt said, “Grandma doesn’t recognize anybody. She
doesn’t know where she is. She won’t know you when you
visit her.”
“And I just said to my aunt, ‘I’m here to help grandma die.’ Of
course, they thought I was nuts.” I laughed nervously. “I’ve
always been a little nuts,” I chuckled, slightly ashamed of this
sublime, lucid insanity.
But then I continued, softly, reverently, “And the next day, my
cousin brought me to the nursing home and I walked into the
room and said, ‘Grandma, it’s Catherine from California.’”
And she said, “It’s about time you got here.”
“She was completely lucid, but her body was full of bed sores,
and no longer the person she had been. I kissed her and sat
down by her bed, took her hand, and said, “Grandma, look at you. This isn’t your body anymore. This isn’t you
anymore. It’s time to go now. It’s time to go to Jesus. . .”
I heard a big sniff and this brought me back into the room and Paula before me.
“Can you go towards the light, Grandma?” I continued. “It’s time to cross over. It’s time to go to Jesus. He is
waiting for you.” And my grandmother’s breath started to get more shallow, more labored. I sat there a long
time holding her hand until my cousin came in and said it was time to go. I was sorry to leave her. And three
days later, she died. So I did end up going to the funeral after all.”
Paula was blowing her nose. She stared up at me with her full brown eyes that seemed to shine with all the
in-between places. “I have to go.” Her voice was clear and firm. “I need to be there. And to be aware that that’s
how things are and I cannot change them. This is all about endings. This is a very real ending and I cannot do
anything to make it longer. I just have to witness it. And that’s what I’m really afraid of. Wishing I had
witnessed it. I will leave on Easter.”
I felt relieved to see her now so firmly decided. Telling my story felt right. We had now crossed over into inner
certainty. “With every ending,” I reminded her, “there is a new beginning. That is the Easter story.”
“Yeah. I’ll ask my mom to tell Nonna that I am coming on Easter.”
The decision finally made, I wanted to help her inwardly prepare. “What do you need now for your trip?” I
asked.
“A plane ticket,” she giggled with some relief.
“Besides a ticket?” I smiled.

(Continued on page 28)
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“What do you mean?” she asked, slightly confused by the question, busy with the practical matters at hand.
“What inner quality do you need?”
“The first thing that I need is trust,” she started slowly, but as she spoke, Paula seemed to steadily uncover
deeper and deeper truths for herself. “Trust in my decision. Trust in my feelings. Trust in the ending. Trust that
all will be well. Trust that I have to end one thing and that will give me the strength to begin anew. Trust in
what’s happening and letting go of what I can’t change. Maybe that’s what I need to tell my grandmother, that
I trust her decision.”
Trust. Yes. And surrender. Amen to both. We ended the session there. It was now 3:00, and Christ’s last breath
had been sighed. “Into your hands, I commend my spirit.”
♦♦♦
Ten days later, Paula slipped into the seat in front of me and said, “I think our stories are quite similar with
regard to our grandmothers.” Paula had arrived to her grandmother’s bedside on Easter to find her conscious
but unable to speak. The family Easter dinner had been fraught with anger and insults, her father and brother
nearly coming to blows. Paula’s mother was exhausted and worn out from trying to hold all the crumbling
pieces together as they fell around her. As peacemaker and mediator, Paula did her best to smooth the
broken edges.
While Paula longed to keep her grandmother forever in this life, she recognized Nonna’s suffering and longed
for peace and death to come. Paula spent her time trying to maintain a quiet place for her grandmother to die.
She kept closing doors (“Quite symbolic,” I remarked), and appeased her grandfather by sitting with him
through inane Italian TV game shows. Paula decided to leave on Tuesday, but that morning changed her mind
and rescheduled her flight for three days later. On Wednesday afternoon, Nonna died and on Thursday Paula
attended the funeral service after all.
“My heart is so full now,” said Paula, “and I feel that sensation slowly leaving me. I want to hang onto that
fullness for a while. The beauty of the experience is I decided when to leave based on my feelings and my
inner knowing. And I was certain the entire time that what I was doing was right. I trusted. I feel that this
fullness of heart has shifted all my priorities in my life. It’s too early to know how, but nothing, nothing is
the same anymore.” ◙

Catherine Ann Lombard is a Psychosynthesis Psychologist and Counselor, writer and poet. Catherine has
recently published her research into student sojourners’
experience of culture shock and their search for
meaning in From Culture Shock to Personal Transformation, Studying Abroad and the Search for Meaning
available from lulu.com. She received her MA in
Psychosynthesis Psychology from Middlesex University, and her Diploma in Psychosynthesis Counseling
from the Institute of Psychosynthesis, London.
To learn more about her, see
www.catherineannlombard.com
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A Journey to the Self
in the Landscape of Francis and Clare
Assisi, Italy – 5-10 June 2013
Facilitator and Journey Guide: Phyllis L. Clay, PhD

The Journey: In this 6-day/5-night Journey to the Self, we will build upon ancient Inca cosmology and
Roberto Assagioli’s map of human consciousness as we deeply explore the multiple levels of our own lives.
This personal (and collective) journey will draw on the landscape of Assisi, as well as the life experiences and
legacy of St. Francis and St. Clare of Assisi, to assist us in our exploration. This rich multi-layering will provide
opportunities for self-reflection and discovery.

Using journaling, other expressive arts, and reflective conversation, we will tell our
own lives to ourselves (and to each other as we choose) and discover our Selves in
the process.
The journey will begin at 2:00 p.m. Wednesday, June 5, and conclude following
lunch on Monday, June 10. We will be hosted at the beautiful Casa Maria Immacolata in Assisi, Italy.

Facilitator: Your guide for the Journey, Phyllis L. Clay, PhD, has found a depth of
richness in her own journeys to Assisi and has observed the impact on others’ lives of
this and other similar Journeys. She is eager to assist in weaving the beauty and
meaning of the landscape into your experience of your own life and its invitations to
you in the current moment.
Phyllis is a psychosynthesis guide and teacher. She is the founder and executive
director of Synthesis International, Inc. Phyllis has apprenticed with don Oscar Miro
Quesada, Peruvian curandero and master ceremonialist and is an endorsed teacher of
the Pachakuti Mesa Tradition. She holds a certificate in Expressive Arts for Healing
and Social Change. Additional information about Phyllis is contained in the registration materials.

You are enthusiastically invited to join Phyllis and other travelers on this Journey to the Self.

(Continued on page 30)
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Comments about Journeys with Phyllis:
“My journey to Assisi, in conjunction with the amazing efforts and support of Phyllis Clay, brought me many
gifts. It helped get me back in touch with my creative side and the necessity to feed and nurture that part of me.
More importantly, it taught me to listen and trust that small, still voice inside in a way that I had never
experienced before. For that and for so much more, I am eternally grateful.” Psychotherapist
“Expect the unexpected.” Executive Coach
“It wasn’t at all what I expected…and it was so much more.” Self Healer
Comments about Phyllis’s facilitation:
"Phyllis has a unique ability to create processes that become ritual, which
deepen, and deepen, and deepen, creating an environment that allows others
to journey into their own experience and discover the wisdom they find there."
Shamanic Counselor, Transpersonal Guide

“Phyllis has created a rich combination of theory, experience, and practice….
Phyllis holds a sacred space in which we learn and grow.” Life Coach
“Phyllis’s work is a gift of joy, integrity, richness, and clarity, crafted artfully
from many sources….I experience Phyllis and her work as wholly nourishing,
genuinely satisfying, balancing, honest, and powerful.” University Professor
Included: The registration fee for the Journey includes facilitation, all materials (with the exception of your
personal journal and writing instrument), double occupancy lodging in lovely Casa Maria Immacolata (nights of
June 5-9), local transportation from our lodging to more distant Journey sites, all breakfasts, four lunches, and
all dinners. One lunch will be on your own. Limited single lodging may be available for additional fee (inquire
when registering).
Registration – if full payment received by April 1, 2013: $2273.00 (€1753)
After April 1, registration is on a space-available basis only: $2417.00 (€1864)
To request registration materials and a description of the days or answers to your questions, please contact
Phyllis Clay: 816-935-1532, synthesisintl@aol.com.
Group Size: Space for the Journey is limited. Register early to ensure your space in this unique opportunity.
Registrations must be paid in full not later than April 1, 2013, after which time participation will be on a
space-available basis only.

Cancellations: Prior to April 1, the registration minus a $500.00 cancellation fee will be
refunded.
After April 1, no refunds will be available.
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Excerpts from the January
European Federation for Psychosynthesis Psychotherapy

E-Newsletter
New Status of Individual Members and Associate Members
EFPP is now officially open to Individual Members and Associate Members. In its general assembly in
Cannes, EFPP’s Board voted unanimously for these changes, welcoming the new energy and new ideas from
such new members. Massimo Rosselli is in the process of depositing the change of EFPP Statutes with the
Italian courts so as to allow for a Chamber of Individual Members as part of EFPP with a representative on
the Governing Board having voting rights, and also to allow for the status of Associate Member.
Full Members are organisations or individual practitioners who are full graduates trained in accredited EFPP
Institutes (or exceptionally coming from non-accredited Institutes that meet EFPP and EAP standards and
with the Governing Board’s approval). Organisational members have one vote each on the Board. Individual
members have one collective vote per 100 persons through their elected representative from the Chamber of
Individual Members.
Associate Members include psychosynthesis students who have not completed training in psychosynthesis
psychotherapy, psychosynthesis counsellors and coaches, psychotherapists from other transpersonal,
humanistic, integrative modalities, and other professions involved with psychological and psychic well-being
(social workers, educators, para-medics, etc.). Associate members may attend the second day of EFPP
meetings but have no representation on the Board and therefore no voting rights.
The Board of Directors agreed on the following rates for yearly membership fees:
250 € for Organisational Members - 75 € for Individual Members - 50 € for Associate Members

In becoming an Individual Member, what do I gain?
- I feel a sense of connection with a larger network of like-minded professionals and people
- My voice can be heard through the democratic rule: I am represented on the Governing Board
- I receive the EFPP Newsletter with information on psychosynthesis activities within Europe and elsewhere
and with articles, letters and questions from psychosynthesis practitioners
- I share a web site dedicated to our psychotherapeutic modality and its specificities
- I am registered in the European Directory of Psychosynthesis practitioners
- I receive a tuition discount for EFPP Summer Schools
- I can participate in activities organized throughout Europe by different psychosynthesis centers

***

(Continued on Page 32)
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UPCOMING EFPP EVENTS
Inspirational Day welcomes Individual & Associate Members
April 16th, 2013 in Paris, FRANCE
The next Governing Board, meeting in Paris on April 15th and 16th, will host an Inspirational Day on April
16th open to all members including new Individual Members and Associate Members. Venue: Centre Source
– Ecole Française de Psychosynthèse, 16 rue Sampaix, 75010 Paris, France. Schedule on April 16th is from
9:30 to 16:30.
This will be a terrain where fresh, new ideas can arise and lead to new actions in the field.

Working with the Soul Dimension in Psychotherapy and Counselling
Research Seminar - October 13th and 14th, 2013 in Florence, ITALY
As part of a larger project for renewing EFPP’s vision, a first EFPP Research Seminar will be held in
Florence, Italy on October 13th and 14th, 2013 on the theme:
Working with the Soul Dimension in Psychotherapy and Counselling
The seminar is open to graduates from EFPP institutes. However, applications from other psychosynthesis
graduates may be considered by the Board.
Two different groups of 30 to 60 persons in each group:
one group specifically for psychotherapists and another group for counsellors.
Each day each plenary group starts with a debate and exchange among the 3 trainers with questions from
group participants. During the morning the plenary session divides into three sub-groups that meet again in
the afternoon, with one of the trainer/teacher leading each sub-group. At the end of each day, there will again
be a plenary session for each group.
As a trainer or teacher of psychosynthesis psychotherapy or counselling, if you feel concerned by the topic
and would like to contribute in the teaching, you are invited to respond to the present call for contributions
by writing to tandante@gmail.com. Please have this invitation circulated to whom you may think interested.

International Journal of Psychotherapy – Call for articles
EFPP’s Representative to EAP is a member of the Editorial Board of the International
Journal of Psychotherapy. If you would like to contribute an article (3000 word
maximum) on psychosynthesis psychotherapy, particularly case studies or evidencebased research work, in your native language with an English translation, please contact
Joanne Wilson at joannegrahamwilson@gmail.com.
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Inspirational Day welcomes Individual Members & Associate Members
October 16th, 2013 in Florence, ITALY
The second 2013 EFPP Annual General Meeting will be held in Florence on October 15th and 16th, and again
will host an Inspirational Day on October 16th open to all members including new Individual Members and
Associate Members.

CRISIS AND TRANSFORMATION: the challenge of facing the present
Awakening our spirit of transformation in times of deep change
August 6th-l0th, 2014
EFPP Summer School in SWEDEN
EFPP’s next Summer School will be held in Sweden. Lodging at Satra Brunn can accommodate a total of
169 people.
***

News from Centre Source – Ecole Française de Psychosynthèse, FRANCE
- Developing a spirit of psychosynthesis research and practice community
Centre Source has initiated a Research Group open to psychosynthesis graduates and advanced students to
stimulate inspired thinking. It is a practice community created in a spirit of research work on conceptual and
clinical psychosynthesis, using the work of Matthew LIPMAN who created philosophical workshops for
children. It is a response to a felt need among trained people: a space to develop confidence and pride in the
psychosynthesis conceptual framework and in their own personal resources.
It will meet monthly at Centre Source for French-speaking people.
The purpose of the research group is to facilitate an inspired way of thinking, aware of its own presumptions
and being able to transcend itself. This group is neither a supervision group, nor a training course.
For more information, call Centre Source (0033) 4 86 12 18 48 Email: sourcepsy@numericable.fr
- "Listen to the wave, then you will feel the whole sea moving" is the name of a new self-development
seminar with Tan Nguyen. This seminar develops the quality of presence to ourselves, to others and to the
world-at-large.
Rather than restricting ourselves to one fixed identity with whom we are identified, we can feel the choice to
open ourselves to a wider identity and to live an expanded sensory time-space experience. The seminar
provides a space where participants can place themselves and their life project into a perspective that fits
more towards their real, deep-felt needs.
On May 3-4-5, 2013, near Rennes. Info: Stéphane BERAUT, (00 33) 6 66 90 01 03
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News from AEON Center in Basel, SWITZERLAND
AEON has been experiencing more interest in psychosynthesis in the last few months and are currently
planning to expand, looking for new rooms with more space, for more and bigger groups.
- A new English language workshop, The Tao of Will, will be held August 23-25th, 2013 for English
speaking counselors and therapists - with Gianni Dattilo from Italy/USA, from 23rd to 25th August 2013 (the
English description of the course is on AEON’s website: http://www.aeon.ch/
On February 13-17th AEON offers their next Introductory course in Psychosynthesis
open to all in German
language. A new training group starts in April.
Two new German language workshops will be held in February and April 2013, open to all
psychosynthesis students and professionals:
Auf dem Weg zum Wesentlichen – Traumalösung und vertiefte Selbstbegegnung (On the path to
significance – healing trauma and encountering yourself more deeply) – with Johannes B. Schmidt (a
transpersonal psychologist) from 1st – 3rd February 2013
Arbeit mit Gruppen aus einem spirituellen Kontext (Working with groups within a spiritual context) with Nanne Hessel from Sweden (former director of the Psychosynthesis Institut of Gothenborg) from 26th –
28th April 2013
AEON announces the arrival of two new trainers in their training program:
Nathaly Arndtz-Wiedemann, M.D. – she is a medical doctor, did her training 10 years ago at AEON’s
training institute, then with Vanni Landi in Munich, where she lives and is a member of his Institute Zentrum
für lebendige Ethik.
Hanky Bulaty, M.A. psychology – she did her training 10 years ago at AEON institute and worked as
psychologist with also a systemic background and trained in constellations work in different fields including
business and youth work. For the past few years she has been sharing her work time between her private
practice and a crisis intervention station for children and adolescents.

Love
Love means to learn to look at yourself
The way one looks at distant things
For you are only one thing among many.
And whoever sees that way heals his heart,
Without knowing it, from various ills—
A bird and a tree say to him: Friend.
Then he wants to use himself and things
So that they stand in the glow of ripeness.
It doesn’t matter whether he knows what he
serves:
Who serves best doesn’t always understand
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